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Summary: The global catalogue of 60 645 Lunar 

craters was assembled, using new interpolation-based 
crater detection algorithm and LOLA data. As accom-
panying result the global catalogue of 132 843 Martian 
craters was assembled, using similar approach. 

Introduction: Crater catalogues are important for 
numerous scientific studies, from surface dating [1] to 
advanced statistical analysis [2, 3]. Recent work [4] 
resulted in MA130301GT, one of the most complete 
catalogues for Mars containing 130 301 impact craters. 
By contrast, the two most complete catalogues for the 
Moon contain 8639 (LU8639N) [5] and 14 923 
(LU14923R) [6] impact craters, respectively. Several 
new missions provided high-quality digital elevation 
models (DEMs) for the Moon, such as SELENE 1/16° 
laser altimetry (LALT) [7] and Lunar Reconnaissance 
Orbiter (LRO) 1/512° Lunar orbiter laser altimeter 
(LOLA) [8] data. This was the motivation for working 
on more complete global catalogue of Lunar craters. 

Datasets and Methods: Used datasets and devel-
oped methods are as follows: 

Datasets: We used: (1) 1/16° SELENE LALT 
global DEM (while LOLA data was not available); and 
(2) LOLA data (up to 1/512° resolution). Lunar global 
optical image mosaics used during the registration of 
new craters in the catalogue are: 1/64° LASGW (Lunar 
Airbrushed Shadedrelief Warped to ULCN2005); 
1/256° CLEMBASE (Clementine Mosaic Images); and 
1/512° LOM (Lunar Orbiter Mosaic). 

Automated detection of crater-candidates. During 
the work on the new catalogue, we used crater detec-
tion algorithm (CDA) in order to propose crater-
candidates. New interpolation-based CDA is based on 
previous work [9], and relies on a specially developed 
interpolation method [10], which is suitable for detec-
tion of small craters. 

Manual verification of crater-candidates. All cra-
ter-candidates are manually evaluated before: (1) rejec-
tion; or (2) correction of coordinates and diameter, and 
inclusion into the catalogue. For this purpose, we used 
the methodology described in recent work [4]. 

Re-projection of datasets and craters’ coordinates. 
The method converts the entire DEM, optical global 
datasets, and crater locations, so that the geographical 
North and South Poles are rotated on the equator of the 

new coordinate system. We used this method for cra-
ters at the most extreme polar latitudes. 

Results: The resulting new Martian and Lunar cata-
logues are as follows: 

As shown in Fig. 1 (top-right), using 1/128° MOLA 
and new CDA, 2542 new craters were identified, re-
sulting in new MA132843GT catalogue. 

As shown in Fig. 1 (bottom-right): (1) we merged 
LU8639N and LU14923R – this resulted in the initial 
catalogue with 18 229 craters (identified prior to this 
work); (2) using 1/16° LALT and new CDA, 8987 new 
craters were identified; (3) using 1/128° LOLA (up-
sampled from an intermediate product at 1/91° resolu-
tion - the highest available resolution at that time) and 
new CDA, 31 141 new craters were identified; (4) at 
the time when we completed the initial catalogue with 
58 357 craters, another catalogue with 5185 craters 
(LU5185H) became available [11, 12] – the result of 
the merge with this catalogue is integration of 224 pre-
viously uncatalogued large craters; (5) when LOLA 
data became available in 1/256° resolution, in order to 
estimate potential contribution in cataloguing new cra-
ters, we defined four regions (0°E~10°E & 20°S~30°S, 
10°W~0°W & 20°N~30°N, 30°W~20°W&0°S~10°S, 
and 20°E~30°E&0°N~10°N), and registered 1183 new 
craters out of 1696 candidates found with new CDA 
(#171/#299, #268/#407, #364/#448, and #380/#542, 
respectively); (6) in subsequent two steps, using 1/256° 
LOLA and new CDA, we registered 881 additional 
craters out of 2381 candidates with D ≥ 4 km, resulting 
in new LU60645GT catalogue. According to assess-
ment of the completeness estimated using Craterstats 
[13] program as shown in Fig. 1 (bottom-left), 
LU60645GT is mostly complete for ~ D ≥ 8 km and 
already available for numerous scientific studies. 

Conclusion: As shown, considerable further en-
largements will be possible using our new CDA and 
recently available LOLA data in 1/256° and 1/512° 
resolutions. However, for this work we will also re-
quire new global image mosaic in at least 1/512° reso-
lution, expected to be released soon by LRO team. 
They are required so that manual evaluation can be 
performed for regions wherein previous global optical 
image mosaics are incomplete (e.g. farside) or in insuf-
ficient resolution. However, the assembled 
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LU60645GT catalogue is already more complete than 
all other Lunar catalogues at all diameter ranges. 
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Figure 1: Main phases of new work on Martian (top- right) and Lunar (bottom-right) catalogues, performed during 
our most recent work on new interpolation-based CDA. Assessment of the completeness of new MA132843GT and 
LU60645GT catalogues is given in two left frames – they are more complete than previous catalogues. 
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